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Abstract - This article presents a framework for a XML based search system composed of three
layers: data layer, logic layer and presentation layer. In all three layers XML related technologies
are used to store, search, transport and present information like Native XML Databases, Web Services
and XSLT. Two examples of an implementation of a XML based search system are presented and
compared, one based in open-source tools and another in a commercial suite. The open-source
system uses XIndice to store the XML information and JAVA technologies to create the Web Services
and the presentation while the commercial system uses Microsoft IndexServer with a XML Filter to
analyze the XML Information and the .NET framework to create the Web Services and presentation
of the information. Both systems have strengths and weaknesses that are presented in this article.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past three years we have been developing a digital library for the Portuguese

Parliament. It all started with the Electronic Diaries of the Portuguese Parliament [1] and is being
extended with an historical, photographic and an audiovisual archive [2]. All these systems are
independent from each other but the content is somehow related. In this moment we are trying to
create a top-level layer that is responsible to aggregate information from the various systems. For
example, if a user makes a search for the interventions of the deputy “A”, this top layer is responsible
to translate the query to each one of the sub-systems, retrieve the results and present the user a list
with the diaries that refer “A”, the video segments were “A” appears, and the documents and
photographs that are related to this deputy.

The framework for a XML based search system that we are going to present in this article
takes in consideration this distributed scenario where multiple information systems coexist with
various types of information.

Initially, the main objective of XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [3] was to overcome
some limitations of the available markup languages, namely HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
[4], by providing the facility of separating content from presentation. Since XML is an extensible
language it was immediately associated with improvement of data representation and data interchange
facilities in the WWW.

Once XML become more and more popular we have assisted to a significant evolution of
XML protocols, and according to [5], we should distinguish the first generation protocols and the
second generation protocols. The major difference between these two generations is the ability of
using Namespaces [6] and XML Schemas [7] do define the content of a XML file. XML Schemas
provide the necessary facilities to model the data, making it possible to validate the content of a
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XML file.

The volume of information in XML format is growing rapidly and, if we take a look around,
we can see the quantity of new standards that use XML related technologies. Let’s look for
instance to MPEG-7 [8], HR-XML [9] or Annotea [10]: all these standards use a XML Schema
to define the way data should be classified. Considering that these standards define a way to build
XML documents, it is predictable that information systems with enormous data collections, and
maybe with millions of XML documents, may arise from using these standards to classify
information.

One of the main requisites of the current information systems is the ability of searching and
retrieving information in a rapid and efficient manner. XML-based search systems must provide
the necessary infrastructures to achieve this facility. It would also be interesting if we could use the
information provided by this XML-based search system and use it in different applications, being
possible to aggregate information from multiple information systems and present it in different
devices in a ubiquous manner.

This proposal for a framework for an XML-based search system is prepared to this type
of environments, is extensible and interoperable (as XML is) and provides an important abstraction
level between the different components associated to the system. We cover various topics in this
article: data storing, data transportation and data presentation, and we hope that this work provides
enough information to build better information systems and also Information Retrieval systems.

METHODOLOGY
There is a question that should be answered before advancing any further. When should I

use a XML database? Why should I not use only relational databases?

The answers to these questions depend on the characteristics of the information system
that you are developing. According to [11] if the data is semi structured, i.e., if it has a regular
structure but the structure has also some flexibility, when you try to map it in a relational database
you will have to deal with a large number of columns with null values or a large number of tables.
None of these situations is pleasant and it would result in loss of space and inefficiency in the
performance of the relational database. This is one of the cases where choosing a XML database
would make sense.

Another reason for using XML databases is the retrieval speed. Usually XML databases
store entire XML documents physically or use physical (rather than logical) pointers between the
parts of the document. This facility is very important and allows retrieving entire XML documents,
or fragments, without joins or with physical joins, both of which are faster than the usual logical
joins of relational databases.

But, there is a drawback… the increasing speed applies only when retrieving the data
exactly in the order that it is stored on disk. If the requirements are to retrieve a different view of
the data the performance will probably be worse than in the relational scenario.

The search for intelligent information systems that support the ability to retrieve information
from various and different sources is not a recent task. One of the projects that are being developed
in this area is the GridIR [12] project.  The aim of this project is information retrieval (IR), which
is a field of research concerned with searching unstructured (or quasi-structured) data such as text
documents and the retrieval of results pertinent to a user’s query. This project is concerned with
modern web search engines that are the most widely known implementations of IR systems;
however, IR systems are also used for searching libraries, online store catalogs, etc. The framework
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presented in this article is concerned with the same type of functionalities and presents a list of the
XML related technologies that can be used to solve this type of problem. One of the advantages
of using this type of framework is the interoperability and the extensibility that is, by nature, associated
with XML technologies.

In the next sections we present a three-layer model framework and show how XML related
technologies could be used in the construction of the different layers, associated to different
functionalities.

FRAMEWORK
The model adopted in the development of this framework is the three-layer model [13]

composed by a data layer, logic layer and presentation layer. The advantages of using this type of
architecture are perfectly fitted with these new emerging standards, since these new standards
suffer from constant evolution and there may be the need to change one of the layers functionality
without affecting the functionality of the other ones.

Figure 1 presents the three-layer model adopted.

 FIGURE 1 -THREE-LAYER ARCHITECTURE

 DATA LAYER

The data layer is where the information is stored. In this case we are only concerned with
data represented in the form of a XML document, since we are going to deal with XML based
search systems.

We consider that the data layer concern is only to store the data; there are no indexing or
searching facilities present in the data layer. When we present the functionalities associated to the
logic layer this concept will become clearer.

If the only concern is to store data, there are at least two possibilities: store the data
directly in the file system or use one Native XML database to store the documents. We have used
the two methods and they will be presented further ahead.

The tools presented in this layer should only deal with storing facilities and with all the extra
requirements that are supposed to exist, in order to guarantee the security and integrity of the
information. This layer can work in a distributed manner and there could be more than one physical
location to store the data of one information system. This layer may also be responsible to pre-
process the data in order to guarantee that all XML documents are valid according to a predefined
Schema.
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XML, XML Schemas and Namespaces are the XML technologies that are associated
with this layer: XML itself is used to store the information, XML Schemas to define the classes of
XML documents and Namespaces to provide a simple method for qualifying the element and
attribute names used in XML documents by associating them with namespaces identified by URI
references.

Typically, in this layer one or more collections of XML documents can be found; each
collection with a XML Schema (or a group of XML Schemas) defines the structure of the XML
documents and some namespaces associated to the elements and attributes of the XML documents
in order to avoid possible conflicts between the naming terminologies used.

Figure 2 shows the XML technologies that are associated to this layer on the top and the
two different ways in which data can be stored on the bottom.

FIGURE 2 -DATA LAYER

 LOGIC LAYER

The logic layer is concerned with the searching and indexing facilities. In our case we
consider that all the searching and indexing facilities of each information system are located in this
specific layer. It would be possible to have different indexers and different search engines in the
same information system but the idea associated to this framework is to provide enough abstraction
in order to be able to ignore the specific implementation of each system.

In this layer all the queries from the users of the system are processed and the resulting
information is sent to the presentation layer. There are no data transformations in this layer since it
is not responsible for any data presentation, so it sends the XML content directly to the presentation
layer. This layer acts as a XML document provider, where a user asks for a certain type of
information and this layer provides him the information with the related contents that are stored in
the data layer. This concept is very important in one of the challenges that we are trying to solve.
We want to build a top layer that is responsible for collecting data from different information
systems. Further ahead in this article we will explain it with more detail.

The principal XML related technologies that can be found in this layer are XPath [14] and
XQuery [15].

XPath is a language for addressing parts of an XML document. XPath is not a query
language. XPath, and its expressions, allow us to address parts of an XML document providing
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mechanisms to locate elements, attributes, and other XML document nodes. This mechanism
used to address different parts of an XML document is called the location path. XPath looks at a
document as being a tree and operates over its nodes.

XQuery is a query language that uses the structure of XML intelligently and can express
queries across all these types of data, whether physically stored in XML documents or viewed as
XML via middleware. The specification of XQuery describes a query language that is designed to
be broadly applicable across many types of XML data sources.

Different tools from different vendors implement both of these XML technologies and further
ahead, in the implementation chapter, we will take a look at some of the tools that are available.
Figure 3 shows on the top the XML technologies and on the bottom the two different functionalities
that are associated to this layer on a XML based search system.

FIGURE 3 -LOGIC LAYER

 PRESENTATION LAYER

The presentation layer is concerned with the presentation of the information to the end
user. Usually there are different users with different types of devices that want to access the
information. The user could be using his computer, his PDA, his cell phone or another different
device to access the information provided by the information system and this layer must deal with
data transformation in order to guarantee that the information will be shown in the best manner to
the end user.

The XML technology associated with data transformation is XSLT (XSL Transformations)
[16]. XSLT is a language for transforming XML documents into other XML documents or other
formats, for example HTML. XSLT is designed to be used as part of XSL (Extensible Stylesheet
Language) [17], which is a stylesheet language for XML. Using this technology it is possible to
display the same content in different presentation formats. With XSLT the task of formatting the
contents according to the user device becomes very simple and different XSLT rules can be
applied to different client devices.
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Figure 4 shows on the top the XML technologies that are associated to this layer, and on
the bottom the different devices in which the information may be presented

FIGURE 4 -PRESENTATION LAYER

.

MODULARITY

In order to guarantee the modularity of the framework we have used Web Services [18].
Web services provide a standard means of interoperating between different software applications,
running on a variety of platforms and/or frameworks.

It is by the use of Web Services that the interfaces of the functionalities provided by each
layer can be accessed by other systems. We can look at each information system as a collection of
different methods provided by the different layers.

Figure 5 shows how Web Services are used to isolate each of layers from each other. This
type of approach is propitious to build the scenario that we referred back in the logic layer, were
we mentioned our intent of building a system that can interoperate with various information systems.

FIGURE 5 -FRAMEWORK MODULARITY

 If there is a method in the logic layer of each information system that somehow publishes
the metadata used to characterize the information which it is aggregated to, it is possible for a top
layer to map user queries into the format that it supports.
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Figure 6 shows the basic idea of a mechanism to do different search system integration.

FIGURE 6 -SEARCH SYSTEM INTEGRATION

If the framework of each of the subsystems is XML based, then we can take advantage at
all the benefits of using XML technologies; namely extensibility and interoperability.

At this moment we are beginning to develop this top layer and we are improving the
development of each one of the subsystems.

The parliamentary audiovisual archive was built according to the framework presented in
this article. In the next section we will analyze two different implementation of an XML based
search system.

IMPLEMENTATIONS
During the development of the Portuguese parliamentary library it was necessary to build

an information system to manage the content of an audiovisual archive. The information that this
archive must characterize is about the videos of the Portuguese parliament. These videos contain
all the interventions of the session and we had to build a system that allows locating small video
segments that correspond to the interventions of specific orators.

The main objective of this archive is to index and characterize audiovisual data in order to
be able to search for specific segments in the video content. We started by analyzing a standard
that would allow us to characterize audiovisual content and we decided to use MPEG-7. This
standard is composed by a group of elements that are defined according to some XML Schemas
(one per type of media).

Naturally we decided that the information about the video description should be stored in
a XML file and we come up with the idea of building an XML based search system. The information
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system of the parliamentary audiovisual archive is composed by a collection of videos with the
parliamentary sessions, a XML database with the videos descriptions in the MPEG-7 format and
some legacy systems that give the user extra information about the data that is being indexed.

We started by building a implementation of the parliamentary audiovisual archive based on
open standards but, due to some performance limitations of this implementation, we ended up
building another implementation based on commercial tools.

OPEN SOURCE IMPLEMENTATION

The Open-Source implementation was built with the Java programming language. Most of
the Java technologies that we used in this implementation belong to the JWSDP (Java Web Services
Developer Pack) [19]. Figure 7 shows the framework of the information system developed and
some of the technologies that were used. It was also used the TOMCAT [20] HTTP server and
AXIS [21], a plug in to deploy the Web Services. A complete description of this implementation
can be obtained in [2].

FIGURE 7 -OPEN SOURCE IMPLEMENTATION

• DATA LAYER

In the case of the open-source implementation we used the native XML database XIndice
[22] to store XML documents. Apache XIndice is a database designed from the ground up to
store XML data or what is more commonly referred to as a native XML database. XIndice orga-
nizes the information in a hierarchal mode in different collections. The base collection is called db
and all the other collections derive from this base collection.

In terms of inserting, removing and obtaining documents from the database XIndice revealed
a stable behavior. At this moment it does not directly support XML Schemas to validate the
information, but this step can be made before inserting or obtaining documents from the database
to guarantee that the data inserted or retrieved from the database is valid.

• LOGIC LAYER

In the logic layer we used XIndice functionalities to search and index the contents of the
data layer. Unfortunately, XIndice revealed a very poor performance in these two terms, leaving
us no other alternative but to search for another way of efficiently doing these tasks. We performed
some tests to observe the time spent to obtain the results of a free text query in keywords that
were stored in the XML documents with the video descriptions and the results were disappointing.
The indexes created by XIndice do not increase significantly the performance of free text queries.
In a collection with 10.000 documents the minimum time that we obtained to realize a free text
query was more than four minutes. In the case of 50.000 documents the system took more than
23 minutes to respond. These times are not acceptable for a current information system, and
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actual users do not spend this much time waiting to obtain the results of query.

More information about XIndice performance can be obtained in [23] and [24].

The Java technologies that were used in this layer were JAXB [25], TOMCAT and AXIS.
JAXB is composed by a set of tools that allowed us to manipulate XML documents in a very
interesting way. JAXB compiles a XML Schema and it generates a group of Java Classes that can
deal directly with XML Documents. JAXB provides mechanisms of validating, marshalling (transform
objects to XML) and unmarshalling (transform XML to objects) XML documents. With this type
of approach, when we obtained a XML document from the data layer we mapped it to Java
objects and we manipulated it programmatically in the logic layer.

We used XPath to query XML documents because XIndice directly supports it. It is also
possible to use XQuery to query XML documents using the Qexo - The GNU Kawa implementation
of XQuery [26] library, but this library is not integrated in XIndice.

• PRESENTATION LAYER

In the presentation layer we used JAXP [27]. JAXP includes two implementations of XSLT,
an interpreting version (Xalan) and a compiling version (XSLTC) that allows us to save pre-
compiled versions of desired transformations as translets, for a most efficient runtime processing
later on.

 PROPRIETARY IMPLEMENTATION

The proprietary implementation was built with Microsoft technologies, based mainly in
programming languages of the .NET framework. The .NET framework revealed a complete set of
classes that allowed us to manipulate XML documents. Figure 8 shows the framework of the
information system developed and some of the technologies that were used.

FIGURE 8 -PROPRIETARY IMPLEMENTATION

• DATA LAYER

In the case of the proprietary implementation, the XML documents are stored directly in
the file system. This type of approach was used because in the logic layer we used Index Server to
index the XML documents. Index Server indexes files that are directly stored in the file system.

The data can be organized in different catalogs, being each catalog a hierarchical group of
folders. The organization of the information is identical to the one used by XIndice, the only
difference is that here the data manipulation is done directly over the file system.
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• LOGIC LAYER

Index Server is used in this layer to index and search for contents in the XML documents.
Natively, Index Server does not support indexing XML files but it is possible to use (with proper
configuration) a XML Filter that permits extracting information from XML documents. The Index
Server indexes this information automatically and it is possible to query Index Server to obtain
XML documents with specific contents in specific elements or attributes.

In terms of search performance this implementation revealed to be a very interesting solution.
We performed some tests, using the same free text queries that we used with XIndice, to obtain
the time that it would take to search for keywords in 50.000 XML documents and the system
responded in less than 1 second.

The .NET framework XML classes include a group of XML API’s that support XPath to
query XML document. It is also possible to use XQuery to query XML documents in the .NET
framework as can be seen in [28].

• PRESENTATION LAYER

The .NET framework XML also includes a group of XML API’s that support XSLT
processing in .NET. More information about how to use XSLT in the .NET framework can be
obtained in [29].

DISCUSSION
After testing these two implementations we were able to create a list of advantages and

disadvantages of each implementation (according to our experience of use).
OPEN-SOURCE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Advantages in using the open-source technologies:
 1. Low cost solution
2. Platform independent

Disadvantages in using the open-source technologies:
 1. Various packages of software were needed
2. More complex development
3. Poor search performance
4. In general a slower performance of the overall system.

PROPRIETARY ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
 Advantages in using the proprietary technologies:
 1. Better performance of the search functionalities
2. Integration of all the different components of the system
3. Easiness of use and programming all the technologies
4. Better documentation

5. Good performance of the overall system

Disadvantages in using the open-source technologies:

1. Platform dependency
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 Analyzing this list of advantages and disadvantages it is clear that, despite the platform
dependency of the proprietary solution, in this moment, with a proprietary system we can obtain
an implementation of an XML based search system with enough performance to satisfy the usual
requirements of information system, where the user can not spend too much time waiting for a
response from the system.

CONCLUSIONS
From this article it can be concluded that XML based-search systems are becoming a

reality. There are various situations were XML databases or XML collections of data should be
used instead of relational databases, bringing the need to use these emerging XML based search
systems.

The framework presented in this article provides the facilities, namely extensibility and
modularity, that permit creating a system that can integrate various information systems, and in our
case this is an objective that we will try to achieve as soon as possible in order to build a system
that can integrate the different components of the digital library of the Portuguese parliament.
Another aspect to consider is that this type systems are built with XML based technologies that
are is the constant evolution. This framework also prevents from this topic using a three-layer
based architecture.

In relation to the implementation of a XML based search system that uses this type of
framework, our experience dictated that by the moment, proprietary technologies are ahead in
development in terms of searching and indexing XML documents, being a cost-effective solution.
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